With reference to the mask-constrained power synthesis of shaped beams through fixedgeometry antenna arrays, we elaborate a recently proposed approach and introduce an innovative effective technique. In particular, the proposed formulation, which can take into account mutual coupling and mounting platform effects, relies on a nested optimization where the external global optimization acts on the field's phase shifts over a minimal number of 'control points' located into the target region whereas the internal optimization acts instead on excitations. As the internal optimization of the ripple is shown to result in a Convex Programming problem and the external optimization deals with a reduced number of unknowns, a full control of the shaped beam's ripple and sidelobe level is achieved even in the case of arrays having a large size and aimed at generating large-footprint patterns. Examples involving comparisons with benchmark approaches as well as full-wave simulated realistic antennas are provided.
INTRODUCTION
The optimal synthesis of array antennas plays a key role in many fields of applied electromagnetics including satellite [1] , radar [2] , and cellular [3] telecommunications, as well as medical [4] , electricalenergy [5] applications, and many further scenarios [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Amongst the different possible approaches to the problem, the ones guaranteeing the best exploitation of the available degrees of freedom (and hence the most effective use of the antenna resources) are those aiming at a 'mask-constrained' power synthesis. The latter consists in looking for square-amplitude distributions of the field lying between two arbitrary upper-bound and lower-bound functions [6] .
In the case of fixed-geometry arrays (wherein the antenna layout is a-priori assigned while the elements' excitations are the only unknowns), the problem has been solved in a globally-optimal fashion in both cases of pencil [7] and difference [8] beams. In fact, without making any restriction on either the nature of the field or the excitations distribution or the array's layout and shape, the synthesis has been cast as a Convex Programming (CP) or a Linear Programming (LP) problem. By so doing, it has been also possible to successfully address the 'optimal compromise' [9] among sum and difference patterns as well as the generation of phase-only reconfigurable sum and difference fields for monopulse radar telecommunications [10] .
Unfortunately, quite different circumstances hold true for the synthesis of shaped [11] beams, which still represents an unsolved canonical problem. In fact, leaving aside the approaches which do not exploit all the available degrees of freedom (such as the ones looking for pure-real fields [12] or unable to get a full control of the sidelobes [13] ), the problem has been solved in a globally-optimal fashion only in the case where the sought power pattern is (or can be reduced to) a 1-D trigonometric polynomial. Currently, this is indeed possible just for equispaced linear arrays [14] , 1-D continuous sources [15] , u-v factorable planar arrays [16] , and circularly-symmetric sources and fields [17, 18] . Notably, these capabilities have also allowed developing interesting solutions for many other cases including, for instance, the isophoric arrays (see [22] for details concerning this particular architecture). In all the (very many) remaining instances, e.g., conformal arrangements of elements as well as arrays generating element-dependent radiation patterns (due to heterogeneity issues or to mutual-coupling and mounting-platform effects), only sub-optimal solutions seem to be available. In fact, the problem is usually tackled by resorting to a Global Optimization (GLO) of either the excitations or all the field samples (see for instance [19] [20] [21] ). Hence, since in most cases the computational complexity of GLO procedures is expected to exponentially grow with the number of unknowns [23] , it can prevent (in case of arrays composed by a large number of elements) the actual attainment of the global optimum.
A very recent approach partially overcoming the above difficulties is the one in [24] . In the latter, the main idea is to reduce the mask-constrained power synthesis of shaped beams to a number of CP problems by a-priori choosing the field's phase shifts over a (minimal) [25, 26] number of 'control points' which are properly located over the shaped-beam region. The technique led to good results in benchmark cases (including the synthesis of generic arrays with whatever kind of geometry and completely-arbitrary element patterns) and showed interesting features such as the capability to determine (if any) a multiplicity of solutions all corresponding to the desired radiation power pattern. However, since the field's phase shifts are explored in an enumerative fashion, the computational burden of that approach grows very rapidly with the number of control points, so that the computational burden is expected to be unpractical and/or not effective in case of large-footprint power patterns and large arrays. Moreover, the sampling of the phase shifts' space which is needed for enumeration could be inadequate, thus possibly missing the global optimum.
In order to overcome the above problems, we further elaborate here on our previous approach [24] . In particular, we develop a nested optimization procedure where the external global optimization acts on the field's phase shifts over a minimal number of 'control points' located into the target region whereas the internal optimization acts instead on excitations. Then, we show that as long as a given class of performance parameters (including ripple) is in order, the internal optimization reduces to a CP problem. Such a circumstance, along with the relatively small number of unknowns involved in the external optimization, allow a full control of the shaped beam's ripple and sidelobe level in a number of cases (involving arrays having a large size and aimed at generating relatively large-footprint patterns) which cannot be solved in a globally-optimal fashion by the state-of-the-art techniques. In a nutshell, the proposed method identifies the phases of a few field samples as the actual reason for the non-convexity (and hence the difficulty) of the problem, and then elaborates on such a circumstance in order to deal with a global optimization problem having a number of unknowns as small as possible. Comparisons with [24] and many other methods confirm the interest and the effectiveness of the technique.
In the following, the approach is described in Section 2 while numerical examples involving large planar arrays and comparisons with several published techniques are shown in Section 3. Conclusions follow.
THE PROPOSED HYBRID APPROACH
In order to introduce the proposed approach, let us consider a region of interest Ω where r is the spatial variable, and an arbitrary array antenna composed of N generic elements. Also, let Ψ n (r) be the Active Element Pattern (AEP) [27] of the n-th element, which takes into account the possible heterogeneity amongst the radiating elements as well as mutual coupling and mounting platform effects. As a consequence, the far-field distribution of the overall array can be written as:
where I n is the excitation of the n-th element. The goal is to find the array excitations generating a power pattern lying in a given mask [defined by an arbitrary upper-bound function UB(r) plus an arbitrary lower-bound function LB(r)] and optimising some performance parameter. In order to fix ideas, let us suppose we are interested in minimizing the shaped-beam ripple in the region Λ. To this end, we set the approach's basic bricks as follows:
i. given the array layout and AEPs, let us sample Λ into L 'control points' r Λi , ..., r ΛL at the Nyquist distance [26] † ; ii. let us indicate with ϕ i ∈ [−π, +π], i = 1, ..., L, the field phase shift between r Λi and r Λ1 , and fix to 0 the phase value attained by of the field in the point r Λ1 (which acts in the procedure as a 'reference' point) ‡ ; iii. note that the square of the power pattern's ripple inside the shaped-beam region Λ can be expressed as:
where P (r) = |F (r)| 2 and P (r) = [UB(r) + LB(r)]/2. Therefore, for any fixed L-tuple ϕ 1 , ..., ϕ L , R is a fourth-order polynomial of the unknowns I 1 , ..., I n . This notwithstanding, we show in Appendix A that, by a proper choice of the sampling points (and sampling representations), such a function can be considered to be substantially convex with respect to the field samples (and hence to the excitations, which linearly depends on them).
On the basis of all the above and by denoting as |F | desired i the desired value for the field amplitude at the i-th control point, the overall problem can be conveniently set as:
where the internal problem is subject to the following constraints:
where, by virtue of the definition of P , the constraint (7) also entails that |F (r)| 2 ≥ LB(r).
A number of comments are now in order. Let us first note that, for any fixed value of ϕ 1 , ..., ϕ L , constraints (4)-(5) are equivalent to enforce |F (r Λi )| = |F | desired i ∀i, and hence a proper choice of |F | desired 1 , ..., |F | desired L , and the use of constraints [7] , allows shaping the power pattern inside the region of interest. Also note that one can eventually use bounds (rather than fixed quantities) for |F | desired 1 , ..., |F | desired L . At the same time, constraints (6) allow keeping under control the sidelobes' behavior outside Λ. Hence, in summary:
• inside the target region Λ, constraints (4) and (5) are used to ensure that the field amplitude attains a precise value on each of the control points while constraint (7) allows ensuring that its ripple does not exceed a given threshold; • outside the target region Λ, constraint (6) allows keeping under control the sidelobes' behavior.
Notably, constraints (4)-(5) and (6) respectively are linear forms and a positive semi-definite quadratic form of the excitations. Then, provided R can be considered to be quadratic (which can be eventually enforced by a denser sampling -see Appendix A), constraints (7) and the objective function (3) are also convex, so that the overall problem is a CP one, with the inherent advantages in terms of solutions' optimality and computational burden. In particular, for any fixed value of ϕ 1 , ..., ϕ L and |F | desired 1 , ..., |F | desired L , it admits a single minimum (if any), which is therefore the global optimum. In Eq. (3) the external minimization will require a GLO tool on a reduced number of unknowns, whereas the internal minimization can be solved by means of a fast local-optimization. In summary, the synthesis is conveniently decomposed into two nested parts, i.e., a GLO on L variables and a CP optimization of the N excitations. It is also worth noting that the cost function (3) can be eventually substituted by other convex cost functions such as for instance the maximum value of R(r) [i.e., using a minimax criterion on the ripple rather than the one in (3)] or the overall radiated power (which would optimize directivity) without affecting the CP nature of the overall problem.
The proposed approach exploits the partial convexity § of the overall synthesis problem with respect to the excitations in order to reduce the dimensionality of the global optimization problem. In fact, the GLO algorithm must deal only with the few (auxiliary) variables in which the overall problem is not convex, i.e., the phase shifts, with a decisive, beneficial effect on both the computational time and the reliability of the obtained results. In fact, the exploitation of a GLO on just the 'non-convex part' of the problem will allow avoiding sub-optimal solutions, i.e., local minima of the objective function. Moreover, since the required value of L is generally much lower than N , the computational burden of the proposed synthesis procedure will be lower than the one of any GLO algorithm acting on either all of the field samples or the array excitations. Finally, possible discretization errors arising in the enumerative technique [24] are also avoided. As a consequence of all the above, the proposed strategy is much more effective than the one recently introduced in [24] which, however, was able to identify a multiplicity of solutions.
In the following Section, we prove the validity of the approach in a number of (benchmark) test cases of actual interest where the enumerative search exploited in [24] is not adequate (Subsection 3.1) as well as in the not-trivial case where AEPs (rather than identical isolated element patterns) have to be considered (Subsection 3.2).
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this Section, we report some numerical examples concerning the synthesis of large planar arrays. In particular, in Subsection 3.1 we provide comparisons with the procedures respectively published in [14, 29, 30] , while in Subsection 3.2 we consider a realistic array of truncated waveguides with fullwave simulated AEPs.
In order to deal with a number of unknown phase shifts as small as possible, we basically consider a Nyquist sampling for the choice of the control points. Small displacements have been anyway used in some cases (as indicated) in order to get a better matching with the mask requirements.
The internal and external parts of the minimization (3) have been respectively performed thorough the fmincon and ga routines of MATLAB (version R 2016B). Also note that an optimal choice of the external global optimization procedure is outside of the scope of the proposed general approach.
In all experiments, the radiating system has been set as an equispaced planar array composed by a different number of elements along the x and y axes, and the r coordinate has been expressed through the usual spectral variables u and v, i.e., u = βd x sin θ cos Φ and v = βd y sin θ sin Φ [where β = 2π/λ denotes the wavenumber (λ being the operative wavelength), (d x , d y ) are the element spacings along the x and y axis, and (θ, Φ) respectively denote the elevation and azimuth aperture angles with respect to boresight). Moreover, we set |F | desired i = 1∀i. The radiation performances have been evaluated by means of the 'peak-to-trough' ripple (PTR) (defined as the ratio between the maximum and the minimum value attained by the power pattern ∀r ∈ Λ), the 'peak' sidelobe level (PSL) (defined as the ratio between the maximum value attained by the power pattern ∀r ∈ Ω\Λ and the power pattern's absolute maximum), and the Dynamic Range Ratio (DRR) (defined as the ratio amongst the maximum and minimum amplitudes of the excitations). In particular, for each example, we report the achieved values for these parameters in two different cases, i.e.:
• case (a), when using the basic formulation of the synthesis problem;
• case (b), when adding to the stopping rule of ga an upper-bound constraint on DRR and turning off (i.e., erasing) the antennas having a very-small excitation amplitude.
Comparison with Some Existing Approaches
In the first example, we considered the same array and power mask as the ones adopted in [14, 24] , i.e.: § By 'partial convexity' we mean here convexity for the case of fixed phase shifts.
• a square equispaced array with N = 225 isotropic elements located along the x and y axes with a 0.5λ spacing; • the power mask shown in Fig. 10 of [14] , which enforces a triangular footprint with PTR = 1 dB.
In order to get the desired shaping, L = 10 control points have been located inside the region Λ as described by Fig. 1(a) . The square amplitude of the complex field synthesized through the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 1, while Table B1 reports excitation amplitude. Therefore, in the latter case, as compared to the results in [14] (i.e., DRR = 20, PTR = 1 dB, PSL = −28 dB) the approach provided a lower PSL and a larger DRR. Moreover, since it allows the straightforward determination of the array excitations, the present approach is both much easier to implement and much faster than the one in [14] . Finally, the computational burden was considerably reduced with respect to [24] , where in fact we needed to enforce some symmetry on the complex pattern in order to halve the number of control points (with a consequent loss of degrees of freedom).
In the second test case, we compared the proposed technique to the one in [29] by pursuing similar power-pattern goals through an array composed of a lower number of elements. In particular, starting from a 16 × 16 grid (with d x = d y = 0.5λ), an array composed of N = 208 elements has been considered in [29] by erasing all the antennas external to the circle of radius 4λ. Conversely, by starting from the same uniform grid but using a circle of radius 3.5λ (see Fig. 2 ) in order to discard some elements, we achieved a layout composed of 156 elements. All the element patterns have been set as isotropic and, in the same way as in [29] , the mask has been designed in such a way to generate a flat-top beam with a square footprint covering the region (|u| < 0.25, |v| < 0.25) and guaranteeing a PSL = −20.6 dB for (|u| > 0.3125, |v| > 0.3125).
The L = 16 adopted control points are depicted in Fig. 2(b) , while the excitations identified through the proposed approach are reported in Table B2 and the corresponding power pattern is shown 6 dB} in the case (b) by erasing the 6 elements having the lowest excitation amplitude. Therefore, in the latter case, as compared to the best results in [29] (i.e., DRR = 24.4, PTR = 0.3 dB, PSL = −20.6 dB), the proposed approach allowed to save the 22.5% of elements while guaranteeing the same PSL and beam footprint, a slightly lower DRR, and a slightly larger PTR. As in the previous test case, the adopted mask and the synthesis goals resulted unaffordable by the approach in [24] (where it was possible to exploit only a quarter of the control points adopted herein).
As the third test case, we provide a comparison with the method recently published in [30] . In particular, we considered the same array and specifications as the ones adopted therein, i.e., a N = 400 elements square array (composed by 20 × 20 isotropic antennas located on the x and y axes with a constant 0.5λ spacing) as well as a mask pursuing a uniform coverage of the mainland of China (see Fig. 3 , and also Fig. 7 of [30] ).
To get the desired shaping, L = 19 control points have been uniformly set within the target area as reported in Fig. 3(c) . The 2-D and 3-D plots of the achieved power-pattern distribution are respectively shown in Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(f) . The amplitude and phase of the corresponding excitations (whose table is not reported for length and readability issues) are depicted in Fig. 3(d) and Fig. 3 (e), respectively. The presented method provided {DRR = 10000, PTR = 0.12 dB, PSL = −27.9 dB} in the case (a), and {DRR = 198, PTR = 1 dB, PSL = −27.9 dB} in the case (b). Therefore, in the latter case, it favorably compares to one in [30] by allowing equal PSL performances, a PTR reduction from 1.4 to 1.0 dB and, at the same time, a DRR decrease from 1000 to 198. Finally, it is worth noting that the number of control points required to realize the China coverage definitively excludes the enumerative technique developed in [24] .
Full-Wave Synthesis of a Realistic Array
As a final numerical experiment, we tested the proposed technique for the full-wave synthesis of a N = 100 elements planar array equal to the one considered (for different purposes) in [31, 32] , i.e., composed by 10 × 10 truncated waveguides uniformly spaced with d x = λ and d y = 0.5λ. In particular, WR90 waveguides having a size of 22.86 × 10.16 mm 2 , operating at 10 GHz, truncated without any flaring, and mounted on an infinite ground plane were used [see Fig. 4(c) ].
First, in order to perform the synthesis, the AEPs have been computed by CST Microwave Studio full-wave simulations. Some of them, whose heterogeneity prevents one from using any technique relying on the array factor concept or trigonometric polynomials,are reported in Fig. 4(d) . Then, the ripple has been minimized within the ellipsoidal shaped target area of axes (sin θ cos Φ, sin θ sin Φ) = (0.22, 0.42) while pursuing a PSL = −20 dB outside the ellipsoidal area of axes (sin θ cos Φ, sin θ sin Φ) = (0.45, 0.86). To this end, L = 5 control points have been uniformly set within the target area as reported in Fig. 4(a) . Table B3 reports the excitations corresponding to it. The PTR and DRR turned out being equal to 0.28 dB and 32.2, respectively.
CONCLUSIONS
An approach aimed at synthesizing shaped patterns subject to arbitrary sidelobe bounds by means of generic fixed-geometry arrays has been presented and tested on several benchmark cases. The proposed technique is based on the exploitation of some hidden convexity property, auxiliary variables, and nested optimization.
As discussed and validated through examples, the approach is very effective even in those cases where the previous methods based on either enumerative strategies or global optimizations on all the excitations (or field samples) result too heavy under the computational point of view. In fact, the global optimization is here performed on a minimal number of unknowns (which are conveniently identified as the field phase in a low number of control points). By so doing, the computational burden required for optimizing the synthesis is reduced as much as possible.
The new approach is also very general and overcomes the limitations of the Woodward-Lawsonrelated techniques (which do not exploit the degrees of freedom arising from the field's phase shifts) as well as of all methods requiring that the field is expressible as a 1-D trigonometric polynomial.
APPENDIX A.
This Appendix is aimed at showing how the R function (2) [and correspondingly the cost function (3)] can be accurately approximated as a positive semi-definite quadratic function of the excitations. To this end, as a linear transformation does not affect convexity properties, let us consider a sampling representation of the field. By so doing, one can rewrite expression (1) as follow:
wherein Q is the number of Nyquist samples located in Ω\Λ; S(r−r m ) are the chosen sampling functions; and F i denotes the value of the field in the sampling point r i . Notably, the first addend [say F DOM (r)] is known (as field samples have been fixed) while the second addend [say F RES (r)] is the one actually containing the unknowns. Moreover, in the shaped zone, by virtue both of the typical behavior of sampling functions as well as of the fact that it depends on the (low-amplitude) sidelobes' samples, the second term can be considered to be negligible (residual) with respect to the first one. Then, by further elaborating Eq. (A1), one finds:
wherein the first (and dominant) term is constant, the second term is a linear function of the unknowns, and the third one is a quadratic form of the unknowns. Hence, as long as the quadratic part can be neglected with respect to the previous ones, one can conclude that Eq. (2) is well approximated (within a controlled accuracy) by a positive semidefinite quadratic form, and hence by a convex function. Also note that the third and last term can be made smaller and smaller (paying a price in terms of number of samples) by a proper use of the self-truncating sampling functions discussed in [28] .
APPENDIX B.
The aim of this Appendix is to report the excitation values determined by using the proposed approach. Table B3 . Complex excitation coefficients achieved in the full-wave synthesis of a 100-elements realistic array generating a uniform-amplitude field with an elliptical footprint as per Fig. 4 (fourth numerical example). 
